Small vesicle bouton synapses on the distal half of the lateral dendrite of the goldfish Mauthner cell: freeze-fracture and thin section study.
To understand principles of synaptic integration, it is necessary to define the types of synapses on a particular neuron and their distribution. Thin sectioning and double replica freeze-fracture techniques were employed to characterize the small vesicle bouton (SVB) synapses on the distal half of the Mauthner (M) cell lateral dendrite, which probably mediate a remote dendritic inhibition. Three morphologically distinct SVB synapses, types A, B, and C, were found. These three SVB synapses form roughly 90% of the synapses on the distal half of the lateral dendrite, with types A and B being most common. The SVB A synapse is characterized by mostly oval and round synaptic vesicles, a discrete presynaptic active zone with a highly variable shape, and a postsynaptic active zone with no apparent particle aggregate in either the E or P face. At the SVB B synapse, most of the synaptic vesicles are flat. A very high particle density is present throughout the presynaptic P face, and vesicle attachment sites are dispersed over much of the presynaptic membrane. Postsynaptic P face particle aggregates are subjacent to the presynaptic vesicle attachment sites, and are often large and anastomosing. The SVB C synapse is characterized by synaptic vesicle profiles that vary from flattened to round. The SVB C cytoplasm was unclouded by the flocculent material that characterized SVBs A and B. The presynaptic active zones at the SVB C synapse are discrete, and macular or oblong. No particle aggregates are apparent in the postsynaptic active zone. Small, macular particle aggregates were found in nonactive zone regions of the postsynaptic E face of all three types of SVBs. Small subsurface cisterns were also observed underlying the M cell membrane at all three types of SVB synapses. Neither the postsynaptic E face aggregates nor the subsurface cisterns were ever observed directly subjacent to presynaptic active zones, but were often seen adjacent to active zones. Short, straight rows of particles and short cylinders were often seen in both pre- and postsynaptic surrounding zone regions of SVB A and C synapses. These structures are thought to represent tight junctions.